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OPTIMIZATION FOR FACEBOOK LIVE 
 
Output settings for Facebook Live in Open Broadcasting Software (OBS) 

1. Download and launch OBS 
2. Click Settings in OBS. 
3. Click Output in the column on the left. 
4. Select Advanced in the Output Mode dropdown. 
5. Select an H264 video encoder in the Encoder dropdown. 
6. Determine your upload speed via a website like speedtest.net 
7. Subtract 20 percent from your upload speed and enter that number in Bitrate. The 

recommended bitrate is 3000-4000 Kbps (3-4 Mbps). 
8. Make sure the Keyframe Interval is set to 2. 
9. Click Video in the column on the left. 
10. Set your desired Resolution: 
11. Your Canvas resolution should typically match your screen’s resolution which can be 

determined via a website like http://whatismyscreenresolution.net/ 
12. The maximum supported Output resolution for Facebook is 720p (1280 x 720) at 30 

frames per second. 
 
Create a scene in OBS 

1. Right-click the Scenes box in OBS. 
2. Select Add. 
3. Name your scene. 
4. Click OK. 
5. You can create multiple scenes and switch between them during your stream. 
6. Add a video source to your scene. 
7. There are many different sources you can use to add the media to be broadcasted to the 

scene in OBS, but most commonly you will use Game Capture, Window Capture and 
Display Capture. 

8. To add a source to your scene, select the scene and right-click inside the Sources box or 
use the + and - buttons to add or subtract scenes. 

9. Click Add and then choose the source you want to add. 
 
Understanding sources 

● Game Capture: This source broadcasts a single game and only recognizes games that 
are running in full-screen. Click to add Game Capture as a source, name it and click to 
choose the game you want to use for the broadcast. The game must be open for OBS to 
see it; if you don't see your game, make sure it's open and click the Refresh button. 
Game Capture only supports DirectX 8, 9, 10, 10.1, 11 and OpenGL games. 

● Window Capture: This source pulls the feed from a single window, which could be a 
video running in windowed mode, a web browser or another app. Window Capture will 
not capture a window running in full screen mode. 
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● Display Capture: This source uses your entire monitor for the broadcast. To use this 
source, click to add Monitor capture as a source and name it. Choose the monitor you 
want to capture and choose whether you want mouse movement to be captured. 

 
Add a webcam (optional): 

1. Right-click inside the Sources box in OBS. 
2. Click Add Video Capture Device and type in a name for your source. 
3. Select Video Capture Device. 
4. Enter a name for your source. 
5. Click Device Selection. 
6. Choose your Device and modify how you want your webcam view to look. 
7. You can open up your webcam's settings by clicking Configure. 
8. For webcams that have built-in microphones, make sure the correct Audio Input Device 

is selected under the Audio tab. 
9. You now have two sources in your scene: a Game Source (which broadcasts the game) 

and a Webcam Source (which broadcasts you playing the game). 
 
Adding StreamElements to your Stream 
Using StreamElements can improve the look of your stream by adding information to the stream 
such as text, viewer counts, and alerts. It can also give you more detailed information about 
your stream. 

1. Go to streamelements.com 
2. Under the Connect with: header choose Facebook 
3. Log into Facebook if necessary 
4. Give StreamElements permission to manage the page you are streaming from 
5. You will be taken to your dashboard where you can view statistics about your page and 

create stream overlays 
 
To add an overlay 

1. Go to your StreamElements dashboard 
2. Click the menu on the top left 
3. Click on the ALERTS & OVERLAYS header 
4. Select My overlays and then CREATE NEW OVERLAY 
5. Confirm your Overlay resolution 
6. Click ADD WIDGET to add an element to your stream window. You can choose the 

placement for this object by dragging it around the screen. 
7. When you are finished click Save followed by Launch Overlay. 
8. Copy the URL. 
9. On OBS Studio, Add Source >Browser Source (see image or watch video). 
10. Paste URL, insert Width 1920 Height 1080. 
11. Mark with V “Shutdown source when not visible”. 
12. Click “Ok” and when you edit an overlay and click ‘Save’ it will update the overlay 

automatically on OBS. 
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After these steps, you are optimized to stream to Facebook live with StreamElements overlays. 
Make sure all non-essential programs and browser tabs are closed before beginning your 
stream for the best possible performance from your PC during the stream. Fire up Facebook 
and Go Live! 
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INCREASING VIEWERSHIP AND QUALITY 
 
Descriptions and Building Interest through Advertising 
Make sure that prior to beginning your stream you are advertising via your social media 
platforms using the link to the live stream. It is often helpful to use the “Schedule a live video” 
option under the Facebook Live streamer settings as this will allow you to notify the followers of 
your page that a live stream will be happening in the future. You should also title your stream 
with something that will attract viewers and write a description with all necessary information 
and advertising links as these are often the first things that a viewer on Facebook will see. 
 
Time of Day 
The time of day that you choose to stream can have a drastic effect on your outreach and 
number of viewers that will watch your stream. The best time to stream will be determined 
through trial-and-error as every viewerbase will be preferable to different times of day. Typically 
it is best to air your stream at a time later in the day after normal work hours. Weekends can 
also be a good time to stream. Any time of day can work as long as your viewers are aware in 
advance of when it is possible and does not compete with other major entertainment events.  
 
High-Quality Content 

● Create content that is clear, consistent, and of the highest quality available to you. 
● Make sure the streamers are well lit, dressed presentably, and the background is free of 

clutter or distracting objects. 
● If you’ve tried tweaking your settings and your stream is still not looking as good as you’d 

like, this might mean you need to upgrade software or hardware to provide a better 
experience. A good webcam can be purchased for around $100 and a USB or XLR mic 
will almost always give you better audio quality than the one integrated into your device. 

○ TIP: Both of these elements are very important to the stream, but if you have to 
choose between upgrading one aspect or the other, I would always recommend 
upgrading your audio quality before your video. This can depend on what sort of 
content you are streaming, but on average your stream will be more successful if 
a viewer can hear you clearly with low to average video quality than if you are 
nearly inaudible but your video quality is above average. 

● Ensure that the streamer and all featured parties have as best internet connection as 
possible (this will often mean plugging computers directly into your router with an 
ethernet cable). This will also reduce the risk of disconnecting.  

● Having a graphic designer create stream graphics such as a “Streaming Soon” page or 
various on-screen features to be used in StreamElements is a small improvement that 
provides a huge boost to the professionalism of your stream. 

● The better the stream looks to the viewer, the more likely they will join in again next time, 
donate to your stream or to your fundraising cause, or recommend the stream to friends.  
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MODERATION 
 
Moderation Teams 
Whenever you are broadcasting a stream it is important to have moderators to watch your chat 
for unsafe actions by viewers. These users are given privilege to monitor the stream via 
fb.gg/moderator and have the capabilities to silence or ban users, delete comments, and post 
on your behalf. Having moderators allows the talent on camera to focus on their job of providing 
content for the viewers without the distractions that come along with guarding the chat from 
unsafe content. If you have multiple people who will be acting as moderators for your stream, 
you should first set up a clear channel of communication with these individuals and with the 
streamer or organization you are moderating for. Often this can be using a Facebook 
Messenger group or a secondary app or service such as Slack to set up a quick chat with 
moderation teams to discuss what is happening and how to react. It is preferable to assign one 
of these individuals as the go between for on-screen talent and the rest of the moderators. 
 
Assign Moderators for your Facebook Page 

1. Go to your Facebook Page and click on Settings 
2. Select Page Roles 
3. Under Assign a New Page Role, type in the name or the email of the individual you wish 

to be a moderator for your stream and click Add 
 
Set up a Moderator Action Table with your streamer or organization 
When you are hosting many streams where viewers will be returning to view your content 
regularly, it is important that you are consistent with how you exercise moderator actions. It can 
be helpful to set up a table that lists actionable or bannable offenses and what action should be 
taken by the moderator in these instances. 
 
Here is an example of a very basic Moderator Action Table: 
 

 Trolls People Not people 

Characteristics "fighting words" 

fishing for a reaction 

immediately or shortly 

after entering; 

deceptive links 

Normal viewer who 

is spamming, 

harassing, or being 

offensive, without 

malice 

automated spam, 

sometimes 

includes scripted 

conversations 

Initial 

Response 

24h to 1 week ban 

from page 

Delete the chat 

messages to 

remove spam, ask 

Permaban in all 

clear-cut cases; 

otherwise delete 
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them to stop, cite 

rules if possible 

chat and wait for 

a reaction 

Escalation Increasing ban length Session length 

ban, give 

reasoning in chat 

See "People" 

column 

 
It is also important that you have posted somewhere on your page a concise version of these 
rules with what the expectations are for interacting in chat and clear descriptions of the 
violations and consequences. 
 
Bans and Unbans 
It can often feel harsh to ban a user from a stream, but occasionally it is necessary to do so to 
maintain a safe viewing experience for the rest of the viewers. When banning a user, it is always 
best to send them a message before banning them. An example of such message is: 
 

“[Username], you have been banned for [length of time] from [name of stream or 
organization] due to your actions during [name of livestream]. You have violated our rule: 
[rule number and description].” 

 
Once you have handed out a ban, it is important to track who is banned from your stream and 
for how long. This can be done via a spreadsheet maintained by the moderator. Make sure to 
follow through with un-banning the user after their banned period.  
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HOW-TO’S AND TIPS FOR MODERATORS 
 
Ban a viewer from chat 

1. Select “…”  next to the comment of the viewer you want to ban. 
2. Select Hide this. 
3. Select again to bring up new options including: Unhide, Delete, Report and Ban [User 

Name]. 
4. Select Ban [Username]. 
5. Banned viewers will still be able to watch your broadcasts, but they won't be able to 

comment in your chat or on your Gaming Video Creator Page. 
 
Ban keywords or phrases from your Facebook page or chat 

1. Go to your Facebook Page. 
2. Click Settings. 
3. Under General, go to Page Moderation. 
4. Click Edit. 
5. Enter the word(s) you want blocked. Separate multiple words with commas. 
6. Click Save Changes. 
7. You can also set your Page's Profanity Filter to Medium or Strong and Facebook will 

automatically block the most commonly reported offensive words or phrases. The 
Profanity Filter can also be found in the Page Moderation section of Page Settings. 

 
Using Chat Limiting functions 

1. Go to your Facebook Livestream page. 
2. Scroll down to the Settings tab and click Comments. 
3. Choose which type of chat limits you want to implement 

 
Understanding the different chat limits 

● Follower: Only your followers will be able to leave comments. 
● Slow: Commenters will only be able to comment every 10 seconds. 
● Discussion: Only comments over 100 characters will be displayed in chat. 
● Restricted: Commenters must have accounts that are at least 2 weeks old. 
● Protected: Commenters must have followed you for at least 15 minutes. 

 
Additional Moderator Tips 

● Learn to use all the mod and bot commands (if applicable) and have their documentation 
handy.  

● Don’t force yourself to use a numerical or absolute rule (such as: “spamming is x 
messages in a minute”). If it appears to be spam and is interrupting the viewing 
experience of others, it should warrant action. 

● Add a discretion clause to your rules list to remind viewers that bannable offenses can 
be subjective and are up to moderator discretion to attempt to avoid disagreements. 
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● Have your links for promotion handy and put them in the description of the stream. It is 
acceptable to post them in the chat, but refrain from doing so excessively.  

● Don't advertise competing entertainment while the stream is happening. Keep the 
messaging clear and consistent. 

● Never disagree with the streamer or other mods in public. Don't lose your cool and do 
not argue with viewers in the chat. If necessary, send them a private message. 

● Set personal immediate bannable rules and follow through when you see them: No 
spam, deceptive links, doxing, racism/homophobia/sexism, threats of violence, or verbal 
abuse 

● Whenever possible keep all personal information such as email, passwords, real life 
names, addresses, and sensitive URLs out of view during a live stream. Advise 
streamers to only have relevant browser tabs open and every other non-essential 
program closed on their computer or phone. 
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